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Time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) has broad application in the study of

electronic response, excitation and transport. To extend such application to large and complex

systems, we develop a reformulation of TDDFT equations in terms of non-orthogonal localized

molecular orbitals (NOLMOs). NOLMO is the most localized representation of electronic degrees

of freedom and has been used in ground state calculations. In atomic orbital (AO) representation,

the sparsity of NOLMO is transferred to the coefficient matrix of molecular orbitals (MOs). Its

novel use in TDDFT here leads to a very simple form of time propagation equations which can

be solved with linear-scaling effort. We have tested the method for several long-chain saturated

and conjugated molecular systems within the self-consistent charge density-functional

tight-binding method (SCC-DFTB) and demonstrated its accuracy. This opens up pathways for

TDDFT applications to large bio- and nano- systems.

I. Introduction

Time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) has been

widely applied to the calculations of electronic excitations,

response properties, and transport in molecules and bulk,

because it is an effective approach.2,5,15,17,19–21 While the

computational cost of TDDFT is moderate in contrast to

the wave-function-based approaches, it still scales as O(N4)

[O(N3) with the density fitting technique] where N is the

number of molecular orbitals.25 A better scaling approach is

needed for applications to large biological and nano systems

where there are many frontiers to explore.

Indeed, within the ground state DFT,11,18 the first linear-

scaling approach was developed by Yang based on a divide-

and-conquer (DAC) strategy.29,31 While the DAC method is

efficient and continues to be used and further improved,13,34

there have been many new developments of linear scaling

methods based on minimization with respect to the density

matrix,9 orthogonal localized molecular orbitals (OLMO)23

and nonorthogonal localized molecular orbitals NOLMO.30

Within TDDFT, a linear-scaling TDDFT algorithm named

the localized density matrix (LDM) had been developed by

Chen and coworkers;33 it employed the ‘‘nearsighted’’ property

of the first-order response density matrix in atomic orbital

(AO) representation and was implemented by various

semi-empirical methods, as well as first-principles TDDFT.26

Compared with linear response TDDFT calculations which

are only valid in linear reponse regime,3 the time-domain

TDDFT can be more useful, suitable for not only linear

response areas but also strong laser field, etc. Its extensive

applications are the best examples.4,6,27,28,32

We here focus on NOLMO, which is the most localized

representation of electron because the localized molecular

orbitals, which are linear independent, need not be orthogonal.

The absence of orthogonality constraints allows the molecular

orbitals to be the most localized ones. For molecular systems,

the NOLMOs have been demonstrated to be better localized

than the corresponding OLMOs with a spatial spread reduced

by 10–28%,8 and this advantage has also been realized in the

recent ground-state linear scaling calculations.1 In this work,

we reformulate the TDDFT in terms of nonorthogonal

localized molecular orbitals. As NOLMO is the most localized

representation of electronic degrees of freedom, it can be most

efficient in computation and is particularly useful for linear

scaling calculations. In addition, our method, based on time-

propagation, can describe all time dependences for application

beyond the linear response regime.

II. NOLMO-TDDFT equations

A Formulation

In this section, we reformulate original TDDFT equations in

terms of NOLMOs. Within the conventional TDDFT method,21

the time-dependent evolution of the interacting electron density

can be obtained as the solution to the set of single-particle

time-dependent Kohn–Sham equations:

i�h
@jfii
@t
¼ Hsjfii; ð1Þ

in which the time-dependent electron density is expressed as

rðr; tÞ ¼
Pocc
i

jfiðr; tÞj
2, the Kohn–Sham Hamiltonian is given

by Ĥs ¼ �1
2
r2 þ Vextðr; tÞ þ

R rðr0;tÞ
jr�r0 jdr

0 þ Vxcðr; tÞ where �1
2
r2,R rðr0;tÞ

jr�r0 jdr
0, Vext and Vxc denote the kinetic energy, Coulombic,
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external and exchange–correlation potentials, respectively.

The molecular orbital fi should be orthogonal such that

hfi|fji = dij. Based on this set of equations, several

approaches have been developed, including the Casida eigen-

value matrix method,10 the Sternheimer approach,24 and the

real-space methods in time domain.4,5,17

Alternatively, the evolution of KS electron density operator

with respect to time, in Heisenberg picture, can be expressed as

i�h
dr̂ðtÞ
dt
¼ ½Hs; r̂ðtÞ�; ð2Þ

which is independent of the specific representation, including

CMO and NOLMO. Furthermore, this equation of motion for

density operator r(t) is equivalent to eqn (1), under the

following conditions

r̂ r̂ = r̂

and

Trr̂ = N,

which ensures that r̂ represents a Slater determinant.

With the orthogonal MO (OMO), {|fii}, the density operator

can be expressed as the following

r̂ðtÞ ¼
XN
i¼1
jfiihfij: ð3Þ

Normally, for the initial density matrix, one uses the canonical

molecular orbitals (CMOs) that are the eigenstates of the

ground state Kohn–Sham Hamiltonian. However, orthogonal

localized molecular orbitals (OLMOs) can also be used

because both CMOs and OLMOs share the same expression

of density operator, eqn (3), as a result of MO orthogonality,

hfi|fji = dij. Note that the usual TDDFT equations, eqn (1),

can also be derived from eqn (2) with density operator

expression, eqn (3).

Density operator, r(t), can also be constructed with NOLMOs,

{|cii},30 which are the most localized representation of

electronic degrees of freedom, because the orthogonality

constraints between MOs are removed among NOLMOs.

With NOLMO, the density operator is expressed as30

r̂ðtÞ ¼
XN
i;j¼1
jciiS�1ij hcj j; ð4Þ

where Sij
�1 is the ij element of the inverse of overlap matrix S

of NOLMO with Sij = hci|cji. The density operator expressed
with NOLMOs, eqn (4), is consistent with the wave function

of a Slater determinant because it satisfies three conditions:

normalization Tr = N (N is total number of electron),

idempotency r̂2 = r̂ and Hermitian r̂ = r̂w.30

We now reformulate the usual TDDFT equations, eqn (1),

in terms of NOLMOs. Using the derivation of eqn (4) with

respect to time, we obtain

@r̂
@t
¼
XN
i;j¼1

@jcii
@t

S�1ij cj þ jciiS�1ij

@hcj j
@t
þ jcii

@S�1ij

@t
hcj j

( )
:

ð5Þ

With the relation, SS�1 = I, and its derivation with respect to

time, @S
�1
@t ¼ �S

�1@S
@tS
�1, we have

@S�1ij

@t
¼ �S�1ik

@Skl

@t
S�1lj ð6Þ

¼ �S�1ik

@hckj
@t
jcl

� �
þ ckj

@jcli
@t

� �� �
S�1lj : ð7Þ

After inserting eqn (7) into eqn (5) and employing eqn (2), we

arrive at

i�h
@r̂
@t
¼ i�hðð1� r̂Þ

X
ij

@jcii
@t

S�1ij hcj j ð8Þ

þ
X
ij

jciiS�1ij

@hcj j
@t
ð1� r̂ÞÞ ð9Þ

= Ĥsr̂ � r̂Ĥs. (10)

Note that because |cii is the occupied MO, we can get the

following relations

r̂|cii = |cii (11)

(1 � r̂)|cii = 0 (12)

r̂(1 � r̂) = 0. (13)

Then, multiplying (1�r̂) and r̂ on eqn (10) from LHS,

respectively, and using the relations above, we have

i�hð1� r̂Þ
X
ij

@jcii
@t

S�1ij hcj j ¼ ð1� r̂ÞHsr̂ ð14Þ

and

i�h
X
ij

jciiS�1ij

@hcj j
@t
ð1� r̂Þ ¼ �r̂Hsð1� r̂Þ; ð15Þ

from which we can see that eqn (14) is the complex conjugate

of eqn (15); thus, one equation is enough to completely

determine the time-dependent propagation of systems. This

means that the time-dependence of NOLMOs contributes the

density matrix only through ð1� r̂Þ@jcii
@t , irrelevant to r̂@jcii

@t .

Therefore, eqn (14) can become

i�h
X
ij

@jcii
@t

S�1ij hcj j ¼ Hsr̂: ð16Þ

After multiplying |cki on eqn (16) from RHS, we get our final

NOLMO-TDDFT equation

i�h
@jcki
@t
¼ Hsjcki: ð17Þ

B NOLMO versus CMO

It is a pleasant surprise that the NOLMO-TDDFT equations,

eqn (17), have exactly the same form as the convential

TDDFT equations, eqn (1), except for the differences in

construction of the electron density or density operator. In
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CMO/OLMO the density operator is constructed by eqn (3);

however, in NOLMO it is expressed as eqn (4). Though the

density operator in NOLMO is more complicated than that in

CMO, NOLMOs can lead to linear scaling calculations, because

of the optimal localization of MOs. The localization of MOs can

lead to different sparse representations in different implementa-

tions. In atomic orbital (AO) representation, each CMO is

expanded by a full set of AOs in system, so the coefficient matrix

of MOs is also dense; however, as NOLMOs are localized in

space, we do not need to have the entire set of AOs to expand

each NOLMO. Normally, a small set of AOs is enough for each

NOLMO, Fig. 3; thus, the NOLMO sparsity is transferred to the

coefficient matrix of MOs, so the coefficient matrix is sparse. In

a real-space grid representation,4,17,27 the sparsity can be

directly employed. Specifically, each NOLMO only uses a

small set of grid points in real-space, unlike the situation of

CMO in which each CMO uses all grid points in space.

C Linear scaling calculation of S�1

The computational cost of S�1 in eqn (4) can be reduced to

linear scaling by a variational principle Tr(BS�1) =

minXTr[B(2X–XSX)] under the condition that X = Xw with

any negative definite matrix B. The minimizer is X0 = S�1.30

For simplicity, we can choose B = �S in this work. Alter-

natively, other approaches of calculating S�1 with linear

scaling efforts also exist, taking advantage of the fact that

the overlap matrix S of NOLMOs is sparse.12,16,22

D On-the-fly relocalization

Another key point of our algorithm is the ‘‘on-the-fly’’

re-localization technique. This technique is used to maintain

the sparsity of NOLMOs during the time propagation, because

along time propagation, NOLMOs will become more delocalized

and their sparsity will decrease. Before they reach beyond the

pre-defined localization region, a re-localization operation is

performed on the NOLMO so that they are kept in the localized

region. Specifically, in AO representation, our ‘‘on-the-fly’’

relocalization will convert the delocalized, and hence denser

MO coefficient matrix into a sparse one, maintaining the sparsity

of coefficient matrix during the propagation without loss of

accuracy. The extreme localization of NOLMO can be seen in

Fig. 2. If no relocalization is done, the sparsity of NOLMOs will

be lost in the propagation process and the effort of computation

will increase. Therefore, re-localization is necessary in maintaining

sparsity, needed for efficiency and linear scaling calculation.

Because of the parallelization characteristics of NOLMO’s

construction,8 its performance does not significantly an

increase in the computational effort of our algorithm.

III. Implementation

In the present work, we choose atomic orbitals to expand

NOLMOs, thus the NOLMO sparsity is reflected in the

coefficient matrix of MOs. The NOLMO in AO representation

can be expressed as

ciðtÞ ¼
XAO
m

cmiðtÞwm; ð18Þ

in which cmi(t) is the ith time-dependent NOLMO coefficient,

while wm is the mth time-independent AO. After some

mathematical transformations when eqn (18) is inserted into

eqn (17), the final equation of motion in the AO

representation is

i�h
d

dt
C ¼ S�1HC; ð19Þ

where C, H, and S
�1 are AO-based matrices representing the

NOLMO coefficient, Hamiltonian and inverse of overlap

matrix, respectively. Note that coefficient matrix C is explicitly

time-dependent while H is a matrix which has time-dependence

both explicitly on the time-dependent external field and

implicitly on the time-dependent density matrix expressed with

NOLMO as shown in eqn (4). While different electronic

structure methods have different constructions of the

Hamiltonian matrix H in eqn (19), their time propagation

remains same (eqn (19)). In the present work, to demonstrate

our NOLMO-TDDFT approach, we implemented it based on

the SCC-DFTB approximation to DFT7 with a focus on

molecular optical excitations.

As a first implementation to test the accuracy of local

representation of NOLMO, we simply use the direct inverse

for evaluating S�1. Thus our current implementation is not yet

linear scaling.

A Truncation of coefficient matrix

Here we discuss how to localize the MO coefficient matrix

in our scheme. Note that although both CMO- and

NOLMO-TDDFT equations, eqn (1) and eqn (17), can result

into the same equation of motion in AO representation,

eqn (19), the nature of coefficient matrix C is very different

between CMO/OLMO and NOLMO. In the CMO picture, the

MO coefficient matrix C is fully delocalized as shown in Fig. 1

because each CMO uses all AOs in system, whereas in

NOLMO, it is extremely localized, Fig. 2, because each

NOLMO uses a small subset of AOs as shown in Fig. 3.

Specifically, each CMO will occupy the whole AO space which

are used to expandMO (LCAO). In contrast, the AO space for

each NOLMO is significantly reduced because each NOLMO

is extremely localized so that we only need to expand each

NOLMO in AOs within a predefined radius. The radius is

chosen as a critical parameter for testing the convergence of

truncation on MO coefficient matrix C. The centers of these

predefined region are the centroids of NOLMOs. In the

present work, all NOLMOs use the same radius for the

localized regions, and the accuracy of the method will increase

with increasing radius. Thus, the localization radius will

be a crucial parameter for controlling the accuracy of the

calculations. This local expansion of NOLMO is fundamental

to achieving linear scaling. Furthermore, although we use

long-chain molecules as examples to test the feasibility of

our method in this work, we do not foresee any difficulty for

extension to 2D and 3D systems. For instance, we can use all

AOs located in a predefined sphere region (3D) to expand the

corresponding NOLMO.
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B d-Perturbation on MOs and time propagation scheme

An initial perturbation method should be chosen to study

the time-dependence of the system. In this work, the

delta function perturbation technique is employed. This

technique has been successfully applied to time-domain

TDDFT methods in the past decade.27 The perturbing

potential of it is V(r,t) = �k0xvd(t), which has the contribution

only initially by perturbing the wave-function of NOLMOs:

ci(r,0
+) = exp(ik0xv)ci(r), where k0 is the momentum

transferred to the system at the initial time, and a small

constant ensuring that the response of system is linear and

only dipole transitions are excited, while xv is the x component

of the 3D Cartesian coordinate. The optical excitation energies

can be achieved through Fourier transform of the time-

dependent dipole moments, which are calculated during the

propagation. This technique has been extensively employed to

extract absorption spectroscopy in time-domain methods.4,6,27

It is an important and complicated problem to choose a

proper propagation method in time-domain TDDFT.5 Here

we focus on demonstrating the feasibility and accuracy of

our method, and use the 4-order Runge–Kutta method to

propagate the equation of motion.

C Algorithm summary

We summarize our NOLMO-TDDFT’s algorithm as follows:

(1) initial NOLMOs are calculated using NOLMO construction

methods based on previous methods;8,14 (2) a set of initially

perturbed NOLMOs is generated through the delta perturba-

tion technique; (3) NOLMOs are propagated with respect to

time according to eqn (19); (4) if one NOLMO spreads out of a

predefined radius as described above, an ‘‘on the fly’’

re-localization of NOLMOs is conducted;8 if not, do nothing;

(5) repeat the steps from (3) to (5) until the total propagation

time is reached.

IV. Results and discussion

The long chain saturated molecule, C60H122, and conjugated

molecule, C60H62, are used as examples in this work. At

SCC-DFTB level, C60H122 has 362 AOs and 181 MOs while

C60H62 has 302 AOs and 151 MOs. The initial perturbation

strength k0 is 0.01 au along the x direction (the long chain

direction of molecules). The integration step of the 4-order

Runge–Kutta scheme is 0.01 au. The total propagation time is:

100 au with C60H122 and 200 au with C60H62. A series of radius

values are employed to truncate the coefficient matrix C in

eqn (19). The interval time of re-localization is 1 au.

Compared with CMO and OLMO, the advantage of

NOLMO is its extreme localization.8 Fig. 2 represents the

NOLMOs’ distribution in coefficient matrix space of C60H122.

Fig. 1 The real part of CMO distribution in coefficient matrix at the

initial time is shown and the imaginary part of it has as similar

distribution; the ordinate is the MO coefficient. The molecule is C60H122.

Fig. 2 The real part of NOLMO distribution in coefficient matrix at

the initial time is shown and the imaginary part of it has the similar

distribution; the ordinate is the MO coefficient. The molecule is

C60H122.

Fig. 3 The big circle represents the total AOs of system; each small

circle represents a subspace set of AOs used to expand each NOLMO

whose MO centroid is the center of circle; thus, the radius (R) of circle

is a critical parameters for implementing linear scaling calculations. 1,

2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 are the indexes of NOLMOs in systems. In some cases,

one AO belongs to two or more NOLMOs (red AO). Note that in the

CMO picture, each MO needs all AOs in systems (the big circle),

whereas in NOLMO, each MO only requires a small set of AOs

controlled by its centroid and radius.
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Because CMO distribution covers the full coefficient matrix

space, Fig. 1, there is no sparsity which can be employed for

linear scaling calculations. In contrast, the distribution of

NOLMOs is much sparser than that of CMOs. This sparsity

of NOLMOs can be employed to significantly reduce the

computational effort. This sparse characteristic of NOLMOs

is not limited to the saturated molecules but is also shared

by the conjugated systems. Further details can be found in

the ESI.w
We check the convergence behavior of our NOLMO-

TDDFT algorithm using different radius values which define

the localization regions of NOLMOs, Table 1. For C60H122

and C60H62, the calculated absorption spectroscopies of the

main peak are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, respectively. It is

clear that the error of NOLMO-TDDFT decreases with the

increase of the radius values as shown in Table 1. Compared

with the saturated molecule, a larger radius value is required

for conjugated molecules because of strong delocalization of

p bonds. Based on these results, we can conclude that our

NOLMO-TDDFT algorithm can achieve accurate results if a

proper radius value is chosen.

V. Conclusion

We have reformulated TDDFT equation based on NOLMO,

such that it can be used in time-domain calculations with

linear scaling efforts. The NOLMO-TDDFT equation,

eqn (17), has the same form as the conventional TDDFT

equation, eqn (1), except for the different density operator

constructions, eqn (3) and eqn (4). With the ‘‘on the fly’’

relocalization technique, the sparsity of NOLMOs is maintained

during the propagation process. We have not developed the

linear scaling implementation in this current work, but we

focus on testing the accuracy of our reformulated TDDFT

equation based on NOLMO. We demonstrated the feasibility

of our algorithm with the long chain saturated and conjugated

systems using the SCC-DFTB method: the accuracy of our

method can be controlled by increasing the radius of localization

for NOLMO and very good results have been obtained with

small radius. Extension to other electronic structure methods

and propagation methods is possible. Our development pre-

sented here should contribute to TDDFT studies of large-scale

bio- and nano-systems. Assistance from Dr Xiangqian Hu is

appreciated. Support from the National Scholarship Foundation

of Chinese Ministry of Education (GC) and from the National

Science Foundation (WY) is gratefully acknowledged.
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